Hacking your android

Can android be hacked easily. Best android mobile hacking tricks. How to stop android hacking. Hacking your android phone.
Over five billion downloaded Android apps are vulnerable to being hacked, cybersecurity researchers have found, as attackers exploit flaws in Google's operating system. Some 96 percent of malware -- or malicious software -- employed by hackers target Google Android, according to U.S. firm FireEye, which analysed more than 7 million mobile apps
on Android and Apple iOS between January and October 2014.Apps designed to steal financial data were especially popular, the researchers found. The open-source nature of Android allows hackers to find the code behind a popular app, they said, and recreate the app almost identically but with a malicious code to infect users."You can get all the
code and then you can insert additional instructions and make it look and feel like the original app and no way for a consumer to tell the difference when they download it," Jason Steer, director of technology strategy at FireEye told CNBC by phone.Google did not respond to a request from CNBC for comment.Malware targeted at Google's operating
system has surged from roughly 240,000 unique samples in 2013, to more than 390,000 unique samples in the first three quarters of 2014, according to the research.Fireye said that one of Android's biggest vulnerabilities was the way in which its mobile apps communicate information back to servers. It found that much of this communication was
unencrypted, leaving it open for hackers to intercept and insert malicious code that can infect end users.Advertisements also left some app users exposed. Many apps use third-party advertising software to display ads and make money from users. But Steer said that such data collection was often "aggressive," and warned that sometimes the software
communicates this data in an insecure way, leaving it open to hackers.iOS vulnerabilitiesIt is not only Android apps that are vulnerable, however. Vulnerabilities in apps on iOS devices, once seen as very secure, were also identified.Previously, hackers could only exploit jailbroken iOS devices with malicious apps. Jailbroken devices allow users to
install apps not released through Apple's App Store. Now, FireEye's researchers said hackers were able to make malware that can attack a non-jailbroken device.Apple did not respond to a request for comment.Opportunistic hackers are also sidestepping Apple's app verification process.App developers typically build and test an app in beta mode on
Apple's iOS Developer Enterprise Program. It then goes through stringent tests by Apple for security before it is pushed out on the App Store.But hackers are now creating apps through this program, then sending them to people via text messages or emails as a link. When a user clicks the link, the malicious app is downloaded on their device.Steer
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Valuable Takeaways on Leadership Following Viral LinkedIn Post The HTC Tilt (AKA Kaiser).Photograph: Rob Cardin As a long-time Windows Mobile user who finally gave up on it and switched to an Android phone, I’ve been thrilled with the new operating system. Now, it looks like others who are fed up with WinMo might be able to switch a little
more easily. Over at XDA-developers, a forum where developers post hacks, tips, and software, a developer has released a beta ROM of Android 2.1 for four Windows Mobile phones, all by HTC: the Tilt for AT&T (AKA the HTC Kaiser), Vogue, Niki, and Polaris. That means that four phones that aren’t built with Android at all have Android 2.1 before
some native Android phones, like the Hero and the Droid Eris. Installing the ROM requires “rooting” your phone, which takes some know-how, but for those not faint of heart or worried about breaking their phone, or maybe those just that tired of Windows Mobile, it’s a great solution. There are detailed instructions, and a lot of helpful people,
available on the XDA site. It’s a beta version, which means there are some bugs, including two notable ones: the Bluetooth features are totally unpredictable, and the camera doesn’t work at all. For some other bugs, the XDA forum is talking about and fixing a lot of the problems people are having with their changes. It’s probably not the optimal
solution for improving your cell phone fortunes, but if you’re stuck with your phone for a while and can’t wait to get to Android, it’s a great solution. [XDA via Hack A Day] Getty ImagesAn android bug that has been dubbed the "worst Android vulnerability in the mobile OS history" is back for a third time, and it will allow cyber-criminals to hack into
your mobile device in less than 10 seconds. This new version of what's ominously called Stagefright tricks users into visiting a web page, via an innocent-seeming email, that infects the phone with a malicious multimedia file. Once the file is downloaded, it resets the phone and sends information about the device to the hacker. This data allows the
hacker to gain sensitive information, as well as gain control of the microphone and camera to actually spy on the user. Northbit, a research firm based in Israel, said that they exploited this bug earlier this year and called it the "worst ever discovered." Confused about the way it works? Take a look at the video below for a more detailed guide. But
ultimately, the same-old advice still rings true — don't click unfamiliar links. View full post on YoutubeWatch Next (Image credit: Shutterstock) If your Android phone can install Google's May security update, make sure you run the update. A critical vulnerability called Strandhogg 2.0 (opens in new tab) revealed yesterday (May 26) can be used to
"gain access to private SMS messages and photos, steal victims' login credentials, track GPS movements, make and/or record phone conversations and spy through a phone's camera and microphone," according to the flaw's finders at Norwegian app-security firm Promon.Strandhogg 2.0 superficially resembles the earlier Strandhogg Android flaw
that Promon disclosed in December 2019. Both Strandhoggs (the name comes from a Viking term for beach raids) let malware spoof legitimate Android apps and system screens. As a result, you might type your Facebook username and password into a fake Facebook app rather than the real thing, handing control of your Facebook account over to
attackers (unless you have two-factor authentication activated). Or you could give an attacking app permission to use your camera and microphone, letting it spy on you.(Image credit: Promon)Who is (and isn't) vulnerable to Strandhogg 2.0The good news is that Android 10 phones are immune from Strandhogg 2.0, and that Android 8.0 and 8.1 Oreo
and Android 9 Pie were patched with security updates at the beginning of May. The flaw has also not yet been exploited in the wild, although that may change soon. The bad news is that many phones that aren't Google Pixels or Samsung flagships will not get the May security patch for several months. Older phones running earlier versions of Android
will probably never be patched. Both versions of Strandhogg can be abused without taking any app permissions, so there would be very little to tip off the phone user that something might be amiss. However, the first Strandhogg is easy to detect using Google's own Play Protect software. Not so with Strandhogg 2.0. Malware exploiting it might sail
past even the best Android antivirus apps. Perfectly innocuous apps might later be updated to exploit Strandhogg 2.0, fooling Google Play. Promon researchers notified Google of the Strandhogg 2.0 flaw on Dec. 4, 2019, and Google confirmed the severity of the flaw five days later. However, it took Google nearly five months to fix the vulnerability,
and Promon cut Google a break by extending its 90-day disclosure deadline by an extra month twice.Today's best Google Pixel 4 deals (opens in new tab)No contractUnlimited minsUnlimitedtexts4GBdata (opens in new tab)No contractUnlimited minsUnlimitedtexts4GBdataView (opens in new tab)at Mint Mobile (opens in new tab) (opens in new
tab)No contractUnlimited minsUnlimitedtexts10GBdata (opens in new tab)No contractUnlimited minsUnlimitedtexts10GBdataView (opens in new tab)at Mint Mobile (opens in new tab) (opens in new tab)No contractUnlimited minsUnlimitedtexts15GBdata (opens in new tab)No contractUnlimited minsUnlimitedtexts15GBdataView (opens in new tab)at
Mint Mobile (opens in new tab) Apple was put in the spotlight this week, with iPhone news dominating the scene. Apple was put in the spotlight this week, with iPhone news dominating the scene. First, Apple supposedly lost the prototype of its next-generation iPhone, with photos emerging on both Engadget and Gizmodo. Adding fuel to speculation,
Apple’s lawyers asked for the device back, suggesting that it may indeed be genuine. To make things more interesting, Adobe terminated its development of the compiler, which was aimed to enable Flash apps to run on the iPhone, following Apple’s recent amendment to its iPhone 4.0 SDK licence. Meanwhile, an iPhone hacker has successfully
managed to install Android on Apple’s smartphone. Facebook staged its F8 developer conference this week, making a number of announcements. The social networking giant introduced what it calls the Open Graph protocol, a way for users to share their activity on external sites via “likes” on their Facebook. The company is also getting rid of its
Facebook Connect log-in feature in favour of the open-source OAuth. Thirdly, in a joint effort with Microsoft, they have come up with their own version of Google Docs. The product, which is currently in beta, lets Facebook users create MS documents that can then be shared with friends on Facebook. Microsoft is getting serious about web standards
and has sponsored the Web Open Font Format (WOFF), bringing it closer to becoming a standard. It’s unknown whether IE9 will support the technology, but it’s a positive move regardless. Lastly, some good news for Linux fans. Synaptics is bringing multi-touch capabilities to a range of Linux distributions, including Fedora, Millos Linpus, Red Flag,
Suse Linux Enterprise Desktop Sled 11, Ubuntu and Xandros. Posted by Lana Kovacevic
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